The emergence of cloud computing has changed perception of all regarding software delivery, development models and infrastructure. Cloud computing has a potential of providing elastic, easily manageable, powerful and costeffective solutions. The rapid transition to cloud computing has fueled concerns on the security issues. The migration of the user's data and applications in a shared environment of a cloud, where there is a collocation of several users increases security related concerns. Several research efforts have been made in evaluating challenges related to security faced by the cloud computing environments, a number of solutions of such problems have also been proposed. Integrated security solutions should be devised to deal with the increasing security risks. In this paper, a detailed cloud computing survey, key services and concepts are being presented. This paper attempts to evaluate various security threats to cloud computing and a number of security solutions have also been discussed. Furthermore, a brief view of the cloud security regulatory bodies and compliance have also been presented. Despite the research efforts in cloud security field, there are still some open research problems and challenges which are discussed in this paper.
The authors have provided a comprehensive study on taxonomies, and present different security attacks against cloud computing services.
Attack taxonomy classifiers 2016
Taxonomy of Distributed Denial of Service mitigation approaches for cloud computing [12] Shameli-Sendi et al., 2015
This research paper studies DDoS attack against Cloud Computing as well as the strategies of mitigation.
DDoS mitigation 2015
A survey of security issues for cloud computing [13] Minhaj Ahmad Khan, 2016 This research focuses on security risks faced to Cloud Computing environment.
DOS Attacks, Intrusion Detection 2016
Cloud security issues and challenges: A survey [14] (Ashish Singh and Kakali Chatterjee, 2017) This paper describes the basic features of the cloud computing, threats, issues related to security and their solutions.
Security Challenges 2017
On cloud security attacks:
A taxonomy and intrusion detection and prevention as a service [15] Salman et al., 2016
In this research paper, Cloud based vulnerabilities and attacks are classified and collected with respect to the models of cloud computing. It also discusses Taxonomy of attacks and their mitigation. [16] Mazhar et al, 2015
The research discusses the security issues that are faced to cloud computing and solutions to counter the security threats and vulnerabilities in the cloud computing environment.
Multi-tenancy, Web Services 2015 An Intrusion Detection and Prevention System in Cloud Computing: A Systematic Review [17] Patel et al., 2013 The survey paper presents a conceptual IDP (Intrusion detection and prevention) architecture for Cloud Computing.
Autonomic computing, ontology, risk management, and fuzzy theory 2013 Cloud Security Challenges: Investigating
Policies, Standards and Guidelines in a Fortune 500 Organization [18] Grispos et al., 2013
The paper describes the case study of Global Fortune 500 organizations and identifies the documentation issues of realworld information security. Presents the solution to analyze and eliminate Potential security, privacy and trust threats.
A Survey on Security
Issues in Service Delivery Models of Cloud Computing. [21] Subashini and Kavitha 2011
The paper classifies Cloud Computing security issues, focusing on SaaS (Software as a Service).
SaaS 2011
3. CLOUD COMPUTING ARCHITECTURAL FRAMEWORK NIST has developed a Cloud Computing Architectural Framework that essentially explains the several dimension of the ecosystem of cloud computing. The various major components of cloud computing [22] architectural framework [23] are Cloud Consumer, Cloud Broker, Cloud Provider, Cloud Carrier and Cloud Auditor. The Figure 1 shows the different components of the Cloud Computing Architectural Framework. The discussion of each component of the architectural framework is out of scope of this paper however it has been discussed in detail in the following paper [24] . 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLOUD
Cloud has several characteristics which make it adaptable and preferable to be used. The defining characteristics of cloud developed by NIST [25] [26] [27] are outlined below: -On demand self service
The resources of cloud computing can be provided without the interaction of user with the service provider. The additional computing services can be provided [28] by the manufacturing organization without going through the cloud service provider. -Broad network access Diverse customer platforms can access the cloud computing [29] resources which are available over the internet. Network bandwidth and broad network access are important aspects of cloud computing.
-Resource pooling
Resource pooling means that same physical resources provide services to multiple customers. The resource pool of providers should be flexible and large enough to service multiple requirements of client.
-Rapid elasticity
Elasticity is cloud computing's landmark and it implies that any cloud computing resource can be rapidly provisioned and de-provisioned by manufacturing organizations. Cloud computing resources can be scaled up or down rapidly in response to business demands.
-Measured service
The cloud computing resource usage is metered and the organizations only pay accordingly to what services they use.
-Multi tenancy
Multi-tenancy is the process in which multiple customers share one same physical infrastructure or the same applications while retaining security and privacy [30] [31] over their own information.
ENABLERS OF CLOUD COMPUTING
The key and major technologies that contribute to effective cloud computing are multi-tenant technology, virtualization, web services and less expensive hardware. These technology enablers have made fast growth of cloud computing possible. The main Enablers of Cloud Computing are depicted in Figure 2 . Multi-tenancy is a methodology which allows several clients i.e. Virtual Machines (VMs) to share the same resource concurrently without interrupting the data of others. Each client accessing the service is considered as tenant. Multi-tenancy is cost effective as the costs associated with maintenance and software development are shared. 
-Virtualization
Virtualization [32] is the process in which physical system-defined resources are translated into virtual resources. Resources could be anything like power, servers or network. The main advantage linked to virtualization is the flexibility to create multiple VMs between distinct servers.
-Web services
Web services refer to a software system that allows the communication between two systems connected to a network. All browser and web-based applications are implemented in premises of web Technology e.g. World Wide Web. WWW provides connectivity of IT resources. Its two core majors are web server and web client. To improve scalability and reliability URL, HTML, XML and HTTP play a very important role.
-Less hardware costs
Hardware costs have been reduced significantly over the last decade while speed and efficiency of the processing has increased dramatically. These technological improvements have paved a way for servers with high density, which pack a large number of computing powers into small area.
CLOUD COMPUTING DEPLOYMENT MODELS
There are four cloud computing deployment models according to NIST: Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Community Cloud. Figure 3 characterizes the NIST cloud computing deployment model definition.
-Private cloud
As the name indicates, a private cloud [33] is managed within one organization. Also, it is not mandatory that the same organization runs the infrastructure; a third party can also manage it. Geographical location of cloud can also be away from that managing organization. Briefly private cloud serves single organization and is not consumed by other sources or customers.
-Public cloud
The Public cloud is a shared infrastructure. Its physical infrastructure is embedded in CSP and the public can use it. As resources are shared so the users pay according to consumed resources [34] . The physical structure is out of the location. For instance, VMs, public storage apps. It is a multi-tenant virtualized environment. It refers to the usage of a number of data centers and file replications. It enhances the scalability of different IT resources.
-Community cloud
A community cloud is cloud computing deployment model that provides cloud computing solution to a limited number of organizations or individuals that is governed, managed and secured commonly by all the organizations availing the services or is managed by the third-party service provider.
-Hybrid cloud
Just like its name, an amalgam of two or more clouds form a hybrid cloud. The best feature is that the integrity of each model remains intact while serving some combined functionalities and standard technologies. Hybrid cloud [35] shares proprietary technology. Data and applications are shared equally among private and public cloud's amalgam. Hybrid clouds can handle any overflow [36] without giving access to third party datacenters. It is beneficial in scaling resources. 
CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICE MODELS
Cloud Computing Service models represent the different delivery models of cloud that are in use with the deployment models of cloud. The service models of cloud are PaaS (Platform as a Service), SaaS (Software as a Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). Figure 4 shows the cloud classifications based on the service models. The example of each of the service model is given in Table 1 . Examples for each of the service models is provided in Table 2 . In the PaaS service model [40] , Platform Software is already installed for the cloud user including Operating System, Storage Drives Controllers, Networking and other required software. User can install the software that they need on top of these infrastructure software. The virtual infrastructure and hardware is controlled by the CSP. -Software as a service (SaaS) SaaS also referred to as 'on demand software'. SaaS is a model of software delivery and licensing where a complete and fully functional model is delivered via web to users on the basis of subscription. The end users access the SaaS offerings typically through web browsers. 
TYPES OF CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY THREATS
The security threats of cloud computing [41] are identified and classified into different categories as shown in the schematic Figure 5 below. It is to be noted that the attacks discussed in this section can also be categorized based on the service models. We have divided the cloud computing security attacks based on 5 categories. Each category is discussed in the subsequent sections. -Shared Infrastructure vulnerabilities Multi-tenancy is offered by the cloud computing where multiple customers share different resources of cloud. The underlying infrastructure components which support the installation of the cloud solutions are not good enough in some cases so as to provide isolation properties [46] to get a multi-customer software or multi-tenant structure. This can cause vulnerabilities due to shared technology [47] related to VMs, working methods, supervisor, etc. A misconfiguration or vulnerability in a shared platform can allow the attackers to compromise security of data of many or all customers which results in the data violation. 
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-Data Breach Data breaches are security attacks in which private, sensitive, or confidential data related to an organization or person is copied, sent, or accessed by the unauthorized party. Information breaches have been rated as the number one risk in cloud computing. Data breaches have affected 1.4 billion documents in 2017; many of the breaches included cloud servers as well. One Login, which provided single sign-on and identity management [48] capabilities for cloud services, was hacked in May 2017. Data breaches can occur due to human error, targeted attacks, vulnerabilities of program, or even bad safety practices.
-Malicious Insider
This is probably the most dangerous threat to cloud computing. A malicious insider could be a system administrator, former worker, business spouse or a third-party contractor. This kind of security threat could be catastrophic [49] . For example, a recent British breach in Sage led to the dropping of organization's share price by 4.3%. Systems which solely depend on the cloud service providers for security providence are at a higher risk. A malicious insider like system administrator can access private info, can access the more crucial methods and may eventually cause an information breach.
The TCP/IP protocol suite has a vulnerability to a variety of external attack methods which range from IP spoofing, TCP session hijacking, RST and FIN attacks, TCP sequence no. attack, Ping O' Death, TCP session hijacking [49] denial of service and password sniffing. These vulnerabilities can place the internet user at a greater risk.
-API & Browser Vulnerabilities
Exploiting the API of Cloud may provide the attacker ample accessibility to the resources of the cloud. Cloud Service Providers offer a set of APIs or user interfaces which clients use to socialize with the hosting solutions of cloud. These APIs are used to perform orchestration, provisioning and monitoring of the processes running in a cloud environment. API network can be vulnerable to DOS and DDoS attacks, socket flooding and buffer invasion. DOS (denial of service) and DDoS (distributed denial of service) related attacks in particular can cause severe access problems for user and delay in service pages. To get more substantial safety, cloud APIs ought to be obtained through encoded keys [50] , that can be utilized to authenticate the API users. The Anthem Inc. information breach led to cyber offenders getting 80 million records of medical and personal info. This assault had been severe form of stolen consumer credentials. The attackers masquerading as valid users, or programmers can get and alter info or inject malicious applications which seems to arise from a valid origin [10] .
-Changes to Business Model
Businesses have a tendency to gravitate towards the usage of public clouds when expansion is cyclical and dynamic. When companies expect large spikes within their site visitors, or whenever they're on the lookout for more affordable alternatives, public clouds would be the favored option. Obviously, whenever there's not any privacy or sensitive information dilemma, public setup is a wonderful route to take because of its inclination to become less expensive than personal installation. Firms seem more likely to put money into a personal cloud infrastructure whenever there's a demand for high protection or custom-made cloud configurations. On the flip side, the Orthopedic Institute made a decision to benefit from a personal cloud because they needed to comply with rigorous medical insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) guidelines for protecting patients' data.
-Abusive use
Poorly bonded cloud support deployments, completely free cloud support trials, deceptive accounts and sign ups through payment ports expose the cloud computing versions to malicious attacks. Cases of misuse of tools of cloud include things like the launch of DDoS or EDoS strikes, spam e-mail, and other malicious attempts.
Security challenges to cloud computing due to internet characteristic
Cloud computing is vulnerable to a number of attacks due to its internet characteristic. It can cause a number of issues ranging from eavesdropping to complete system failure. Some of these challenges are discussed below.
The DOS attack takes place when an attacker hinders the authorized users from accessing the network. The impact of this attack is vast on infrastructure which is shared among trillion of users. New security concerns have risen in cloud computing due to increased use of cloud services and virtualized data centers [51] . The innovation in technology has given rise to innovated methods of attack. Botnets are helpful in spreading the DOS attacks quickly. The applications with low bandwidth and requiring more resources are more vulnerable to these attacks e.g. Twitter attack of 2009. SaaS services [16] are also more prone to these attacks because the effects on SaaS services indirectly affect the economy. 
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-Man-In-The-Middle These attacks occur because of the lack of security configuration in the SSL (Secure Socket Layer). The attacker watches for data shared between two parties and try to access it by being active in the middle. The attacker tries to reside and attack in between the communication process between two parties over cloud network.
-Eavesdropping
In eavesdropping attack, information shared between the sender and receiver is accessed unethically by an attacker [52] . Users use a key to communicate. The attacker replaces that key with his own key and intercept the information.
-Ip-Spoofing Based Flooding
This method used to obtain illegal access to machines, whereas an attacker illicitly manipulates IP packets. The IP Spoofing entails altering the header of packet using a spoofed (forged) origin IP speech, a checksum and also the purchase value. In IP spoofing-based flooding the normal IP is replaced with forged IP address causing spoofing.
-Masquerading
A masquerade is a kind of attack in which the attacker pretends to be a legitimate user of a platform so as to acquire access to greater privileges than they're approved for. A masquerade could be attempted via using encoded IDs and passwords through discovering security gaps in applications, or via bypassing the authentication [53] [54] [55] mechanism. The effort may come from inside a company, as an instance, from a worker; or by an external user via a link to the public community.
-Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
The DDoS attack [56] is used to disrupt the normal traffic of a targeted network, server or service by flooding with internet traffic. DDoS attack is similar to a traffic jam which clogs up the network and prevents the regular traffic from arriving at the destination.
-ARP Spoofing
This is a kind of attack in which an attacker sends the falsified Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) messages over LAN (local area network). This links the MAC address of an attacker with the IP address of an authorized server or computer on the system. A virtual network can also become a victim of the ARP spoofing [4] [57] therefore causing an attacker VM to access the packets of other VMs. The cloud established antivirus or intrusion detection methods can be utilized to deal with such attacks.
-Sniffing of Virtual Network
Virtual networks come across a lot of obstacles. When a Virtual network is distributed among different VMs spoofing or sniffing of virtual network can happen. The malicious sniffing and spoofing of the virtual network cause the cryptographic keys to become vulnerable to leakage. The data then becomes vulnerable to a lot of risks [58] .
Security challenges faced to cloud computing due to storage
Cloud computing doesn't provide users with complete control over their information. Different to traditional computing method, the cloud computing system enables the service suppliers to exercise management to handle data and servers. The customers can have a certain degree of control just on the VMs [4] [59] . The absence of control over information can contribute to data security [60] risks as compared to traditional computing method. Here we provide a summary of the security challenges confronted to cloud due to storage providers. Icloud, Box, Dropbox, OneDrive, SugarSync, Amazon Cloud Drive, Google drive, Spideroak, Evernote, ADrive, Cubby, Wuala, and Copy [61] are some of the more widely used cloud storage providers.
-Data Scavenging
When trying to delete information, it is not deleted entirely from documents. Therefore, the eliminated data might be retrieved by attackers and is known as data scavenging.
-Data Deduplication
The duplicate copies of the redundant data are eliminated by Data Deduplication technique. The technique is used to reduce the bandwidth and for improving storage utilization [62] . Data deduplication [63] faces several security threats such as malicious users who may try to take ownership of files they are not entitled to [64] .
-Privacy and Integrity
Cloud storage is just one of the most cost effective [65] [66] and extremely manageable infrastructure but nevertheless vulnerable to a lot of troubles. The information on the cloud is considerably more vulnerable to dangers concerning ethics, confidentiality, and accessibility compared to the traditional computing model The process of removing the data irreversibly from media or destroying the media permanently is called media sanitization. There are a number of reasons for carrying out the process of media sanitization e.g., (a) the disc needs to be altered, (b) the information is not required any longer, and (c) the support has to be terminated. If the CSP doesn't sanitize the apparatus correctly, the information could be subjected to dangers. Sometimes the multi-tenancy feature also leads to the dangers associated with media sanitization. It might not be possible to end the life span of the machine completely due to its usage by several users [68] .
The backup of information is an important problem that is dealt closely. The normal backup of data is necessary at the end of CSP to make sure the recovery and accessibility of information in the cases of accidental and deliberate disasters. In addition, the backup storage should be guarded against tampering and unauthorized access [69] .
Security challenges faced to cloud due to web applications
Cloud computing faces several security threats due to web application's security challenges [70] . Some of them are discussed below: -SQL injection attack
The most common threat is the SQL injection attack. A malicious code is inserted in this attack and the user's information is stolen. When data is passed by user, attacker inserts personalized characters in it. It will change the nature of information and query. Resultantly the access to a database is gained by the attacker and can run their own commands of SQL [71] on the database so that it can be used to alter, delete and break into the standard design of database. -Cross-site scripting Cross-site scripting is another technique of hacking. Malicious scripts are injected by attackers into contents of web [72] . The script could be Java or HTML. Cross site scripting attacks are generally targeted to websites complying web 2.0 standards. Secure cloud hosting company blocked 64 million cyber-attacks reportedly in 2012. -XML signature wrapping attack It is possible to sign a portion of a SOAP Web Service request or response at the message level using XML Signature [73] . The message contains a security header with a signature element that references one or more message parts that have been signed. Typically, the message parts are referenced by an ID, and so to validate the signature the recipient must find the element in the request that has the corresponding ID. An XML Signature wrapping attack essentially exploits the fact that the signature element does not convey any information as to where the referenced elements are in the document tree. -Cloud malware-injection attack In these Attacks, harmful code is injected by an attacker [16] , which infects the pages of web when browsing is done. It can affect the functionality of cloud server. Attackers hack commands and insert their own.
-Phishing attacks
Phishing attacks also known as social engineering attacks [74] , are conducted by sending malware emails [50] that direct the users to spoofed sites. These attacks are harmful for enterprise as well as user. Attackers manipulate the users to access confidential information.
-Password reset attack
In this attack, a hacker tries out each and every possible combination of characters to guess the password [75] . By use of tools, even strongly encrypted data can get exposed. This is a commonly practiced attack. -Man-in-the-middle attack Due to lack of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) security configuration this attack occurs [76] . The attacker watches for data shared between two parties and tries to access it by being active in the middle. While communicating at cloud the attacker attacks the source, and in between the process. The actor is between two parties and resides unethically. This attack can be categorized as an application or Internet characteristic attack, hence discussed earlier as well.
Security challenges faced to cloud computing due to virtual machines
Cloud can face various threats due to VMs such as: -Cross VM attacks
The VM based attacks can extract the resource usage information [77] , cryptographic keys information and other sensitive information from the targeted VM residing on the same physical machine as that of VM of Although VMs have many benefits, they have some security loopholes. Attackers devise an intermediate host server rather than attacking directly from personal machines. The attack related commands are sent to the victim indirectly through though a series of compromised hosts which act as "stepping stones" in a stepping stone attack. The protection against these types of attacks through firewalls is very difficult because firewalls are only able to protect the network packet's information.
-VM escape
In this attack, the attacker runs the code on a VM that breaks out the operating system running within the VM allowing the direct interaction of attacker with hypervisor. Such attack gives the attacker access to all VMs running on that particular host and the host operating system.
-Return oriented programming attack
This attack is an exploit technique against computer security in which an attacker executes the code against security defenses such as executable space protection and code signing. The program stack control is gained by the attacker who then hijacks the program control flow [78] . Attacker then executes chosen sequences of machine instructions present in the machine's memory.
-VM isolation attack
The VM running on the same physical hardware must be isolated from each other. Though logical isolation exists among distinct VMs, the accessibility to the same resources might result in the cross VM strikes and data violation. Isolation isn't just required on storage apparatus but computational and memory hardware also need good isolation of VMs [14] .
-VM image sharing
In VM image sharing, a malicious code is placed inside a VM image which can then get replicated during the creation of VMs. To deal with this, virtual image management system providing scanners and filters for recovering and detecting security violations can be used.
-Hypervisor issues & VM hoping
Scheduler vulnerabilities may result in theft of service or resource stealing. Modified versions of scheduler can improve hypervisor's security [79] [80].
-VM sprawl
When the number of VMs on the host increases and a lot of the VMs remain in idle state then this is called VM Sprawl. This causes the resources to be wasted on a large scale [81] .
SECURITY FRAMEWORK OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Security framework of cloud computing [82] [83] provides a comprehensive and integration solution for providing security in the Cloud. The framework which is represented in Figure 6 . constitutes of the following components.
a. User authentication
Users can access the browser or server installed applications via varied devices such as PDA, notebook, or cellular phone via end user Service Portal by going through multi factor authentication. Multifactors authentication [84] [85] takes place according to certificate issued by a third party Certification Authority.
b. End user service portal
After user authentication, a Sign-on Access Token can be issued with consumer certificate. The user information related to security policy and verification is shared with other components in cloud service provider and end-user service portal using XACML and KIMP by access control component. User can then use services without restriction of the service providers.
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ISSN: 2252-8776  c. Single sign on Presently, Users can have multiple accounts in different Service Providers using various usernames and distinct password. Thus, there is a tendency that great majority of community users can have the identical password where possible, which pose underlying security risks. The annoyance of numerous authentications [86] not just causes users to eliminate productivity but additionally borrows more administrative overhead. The enterprises now are thinking seriously about the usage of Single Sign on (SSO) technologies to tackle the password burst since they promise to reduce down several application and network passwords into one. To overcome this issue, it's implied to streamline security management and to implement powerful authentication inside the cloud, associations must use Single Sign-on to users that are cloud. This permits a user to get multiple services and applications at the cloud computing environment via one log, thereby enabling strong authentication at the consumer level. Figure 6 . Cloud computing security framework [82] 
d. Service configuration
The service enabler provides the personalized cloud services by using the user's profile. The user profile is provided to the service management of cloud service provider for interoperation and integration of the service provisioning requests from users. SPML (services provisioning markup language) can be used to share the user's profile. The asset manager requests to Cloud service provider for the personalized resources of the user through user's profile and the service is configured through VPN connection.
e. Security control
The component of security control provides sufficient protection for security policy, access policy and key management against the security threats. The access control module provides support for supplier's needs of access control. Role based access control (RBAC) is widely accepted and is the most efficient control model due to its flexibility, simplicity and support for efficient privilege management. RBAC is policy neutral and can capture a wide array of policies and is best suited for the integration of policies.
f. Security management
The security management element provides privacy and security specification. The authentication and identity control module is responsible for authenticating users and providers according to attributes.  ISSN: 2252-8776
g. Trust management
Due to the service oriented character of the cloud, the trust level [74] [87] should also be integrated with the service. The idea is, the more the services provided by the CSP, the higher the level of trust needs to be built [88] [55] . The trust should be bi-directional; the users should also trust the providers on which they rely on for their services and the providers should also have some trust on users to whom they release their services to. One approach is developing a trust management approach in which generic negotiation parameters of trust are included, integrated with the service and is bi-directional.
h. Service monitoring
This framework facilitates monitoring functionalities deployment for various applications and services within cloud. Online state monitoring is the most common application for Service monitoring, which continuously tracks certain states of networks, applications, instances, systems or any element that may be deployable within the cloud.
SOLUTIONS TO SECURITY THREATS OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Here we will discuss some of the solutions that can be employed to reduce the vulnerabilities to the Cloud and provide better security.
-Intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS/IPS) for automated cloud protection An intrusion detection system (IDS) [89] monitors the network traffic for suspicious activities and when a suspicious activity gets discovered, it issues an alert. The reporting and detection of the anomaly are the primary functions of IDS. Some IDS systems are also capable of taking action when anomalous traffic or malicious activity is discovered. They can also block the traffic from suspicious IP addresses in some cases.
Intrusion Prevention system (IPS) [89] also monitors the packets of the network traffic. When an IPS detects malicious traffic, it responds by rejecting such malicious traffic packets.
-Cloud Security via tokenization or encryption
The security problems of cloud computing like privacy maintenance and confidentiality of information can be dealt with tokenization and encryption of the information. The plain text information is transformed into non-readable text called ciphertext by encryption algorithm. [90] The information is decrypted through an encryption key and an algorithm to transfer it back to plain text format. SSL encryption is used commonly to protect transmitted information over internet. The meaningful information like account number is turned into a random string of characters called a token which returns no meaningful value if breached. Token is the reference to the original data but cannot be used to guess the original values. Token has no algorithm or key used to derive the original data. Instead, tokenization uses a database 'token vault', to store the relationship between the token and sensitive value. The real data is then secured in the vault via encryption.
-Figure out hash of the files
A hash is unique value corresponding the file contents. Rather than identifying the file contents by its extension, designation or name, a hash assigns a unique value to the contents of the file. The hash values provide a cryptographically secure way to verify that the contents of the file are not changed. The secure hash algorithm makes it impossible to change the contents of the file either by unauthorized or malicious attempt or by accident and maintain the same hash value. The hash values can be used to determine if the contents of two files are same. If the hash values of two files are same, the file contents are also identical. This method is being employed to secure the file and data transfer over the Cloud Computing. -The alert correlation, assessment and reaction module-next generation system (ACARM-ng) ACARM-ng generates alerts for intrusion detection and correlates attacks. It receives message in IDMEF format which is a standard for communicating with IDF. It has filters, triggers and databases in it to correlate attacks, reacting to attacks and for storing alerts respectively. -Suricata Suricata is a system that monitors the network traffic and prevents the security issues [81] . 
CLOUD SECURITY REGULATORY BODIES AND COMPLIANCE
Due to the importance of cloud computing and severity of issues related to security, several regulatory bodies and mechanisms have been proposed that cloud service provider/broker and user needs to adhere to for the smooth running of the cloud services and protecting the resources and the users. We will discuss some of such regulations and compliance.
Privacy acts
Several privacy acts have been enacted in various regions of the world such as USA, Canada and Europe -PIPEDA PIPEDA (personal information protection and Electronic Document Act) is a Canadian law related to the privacy of data [94] . It regulates how private organizations use, collect and disclose personal information in the commercial business. The act also contains provisions to facilitate electronic documents' use. The act requires organizations to obtain consent when they use, collect, or disclose the personal information of individuals.
-GDPR
General data protection regulation (GDPR) is a European Union Law and covers the data privacy and protection for EU citizens [95] . The GDPR protects the 'personal data', which means information related to biographical data, data relating to physical appearance of individuals, education and work information. If a company collects data, they need to inform the data subjects what's being collected and why it's being collected. Another part of the regulation is that companies must have a lawful reason for collecting and processing any data. -Data protection directive EU data protection directive which is also known as directive 95/46/EC is a regulation adopted by the European Union that regulates personal data use. As a legal guideline and standard, the data protection directive sets various limits on the ways that personal data can be used by third parties. It has generally been replaced by the GDPR adopted in 2016. -USA patriot act (UPA)
The USA Patriot Act [96] is an acronym for Strengthening and uniting America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Obstruct and intercept Terrorism. The purpose of the USA Patriot Act is to detect and punish the terrorist acts in the USA and worldwide. USA Patriot Act, since amended and reauthorized in 2003, made a lot of modifications to existing reports about the solitude of phone and digital communications, cash laundering, the performance of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, legislation and other regions.
-ECPA
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) prohibits a third party from disclosing or intercepting information without authorization in United States [97] . The Act was originally passed as an amendment to the Wiretap Act of 1968, applies to both private citizens and government employees. This act protects communications in transit as well as in storage.
Compliance
Compliance standards have been designed by Cloud Computing bodies [98] for the purpose of regularizing Cloud Computing usage and to define the standards for Cloud Service Providers. 
-Common criteria
This criterion is an international set of specifications and guidelines developed for evaluation of products of information security, in order to ensure they meet an agreed-upon security standard for government deployments. Common Criteria is formally called "Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation." -Trusted computing compliance For promoting trust and security in computing platforms, a non-profit group of companies "trusted computing group" is formed. They have developed a Trusted Platform Module (TPM). TPM stores encryption keys specific to the host system for hardware authentication.
-Forensics
Forensics are computer areas working to perform cloud audits [99] [100] [101] . They fight with cybercrimes and identify threats. The data is always dynamic with no physical storage. It keeps on travelling and sharing in cloud so can increase the threat of locality issues. Law of enforcement can solve these issues. -Privacy ACTS compliance Government officials, organizations, private companies and individuals store data on cloud. For legal implications certain rules have been devised for security.
-Privacy of health-related information
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) states rules for privacy and confidentiality related to health care. HIPAA states laws related to transmission and protection of health care data from all fronts, HIPAA also include provisions on data backup plans among other regulations and procedures.
-Privacy of electronic data
The electronic data must be secured. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) states rules and restriction for protection of electronic data. It defines rules of how to access personal or private data. ECPA can give access to personal data if it is for confidential and security purpose.
-Privacy of financial data
The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) (states rules to protect credit information of user. Customers save data of credit on cloud so, FCRA compliance is very necessary. Gramm-Leach-Bliley (GLB) Act also ensures data safety and confidentiality.
OPEN RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES
The cloud computing environments have been widely accepted by a large number of organizations, the research in cloud computing security issues still faces some challenges. Moreover, new security challenges continue to get discovered due to the applications by organizations. In the following section some of the key research problems and challenges are discussed.
Application security
Cloud oriented applications are shared via internet. Any error in cloud apps can harm the cloud application. Behavior and quality of service is highly dependent on security hence the authentication and authorization need to be addressed correctly. Further, APIs ensure more security to cloud services.
Data access security
Data Access Security is the most difficult challenge to tackle because of data outsourcing. Data access security refrains from unauthorized access to read and write data. Its access is maintained by email authentication. Mostly customers access data through sites. It means they are more vulnerable to attackers. So some resolution is required.
Protocol vulnerabilities
The protocol is vulnerable to different kinds of threats for example SOAP messages. The protocol is vulnerable to manipulation and affects the cloud security. Similar APIs are reportedly causing various threats to data. A secure process either through encryption is required to mitigate this issue.
Data center security
Cloud is like a cluster system. It is often times designed just for storage [102] . The applications running on cloud are generally located at provider's data center; hence upgrading and maintenance of data center software is not possible for the users of cloud. Cloud users use the IaaS API to access the software. The data encryption method can be applied to the data before sending onto cloud. The components of the network are shared between several tenants in cloud computing, making the network layer vulnerable to attacks. Some Int J Inf & Commun Technol ISSN: 2252-8776  of famous network layer attacks include Sniffer attacks, DNS attacks, Network sniffing, issues of IP address reuse etc. Access to the network systems and the operating systems is controlled by network security measures in the datacenter. Moreover, the cloud computing model is vulnerable to threats due to virtual shared resource infrastructure. The authentication, backup and encryption are the some of the common ways to secure the data in virtualized data center [103] . SIEM is another approach used for real time events and networks. Physical security is also very important in cloud-based applications. Physical security can be outsourced to third party data center which can restrict the access to the data center. These third-party data centers are mature enough to make the data secure on their side and require visitor registration, biometric scanner for employee authentication and employee badge access. The Data centers needs to ensure that the security is 99.99% to maintain its tier 4 level which gives it the status of being more secure. Tiers define the strength of security prospects. It is provided with physical security measures when other measures fail to achieve the task. For instance, a private company issues security cards to each of its employee to lock and unlock their chambers and data controls.
Identity management control
Identity services for organizations and users are managed by the IDM component. It is a core component that protects privacy and security problems in cloud computing. SLA documents provide guidelines on web services security. These guidelines define the standards on making applications communications secure by addressing integrity, confidentiality, and improving authentications. SLA documents also define rules for migrating information across different cloud computing platforms. Customers might lose confidence in a service of cloud due to non-availability status of a particular service or if the quality of the service does not abide by the SLA requirements.
Authentication
This is a way to verify a subject's entity on a principal's behalf. In authentication attacks, attackers prove themselves to be legitimate. Weak passwords [104] and registration process can be harmful for authentication. Strong authentication is necessary for strict privacy.
Integration
Integration refers to fact that data remains integrated and no third party can access or change it unwillingly. Protection of assets from illegal deletion of data, fabrication and modification should be ensured. Only authorized persons should alter data.
Multi-tenancy
Multi tenancy means sharing of resources among multiple cloud users. These users among which resources are shared are called tenants. The virtual platform [34] allows multiple running like JVM and .NET. Co-tenancy and co-location attacks can destroy multi tenancy. DoS attacks and illegal accessing of neighbor VMs is another big threat.
Third party services
Every aspect like cost and framework depends upon interface method. Some very big issues arise when the data is inherited from third party as there remains no control on transparency of data. Security issues can be mitigated by rectifying third party services.
Vendor lock-in
Issue arising due to lack of standards or SLA is called vendor lock in. Due to this issue transference among platforms is blocked. Sometimes programming languages differ due to migration among platforms as the APIs vary.
Encryption and key management
As the cloud computing is becoming popular, secure key management and encryption becomes more necessary. The encryption process enables data access control, poor storage and key management can make it vulnerable to threats. When the additional risk of having a third-party controlling logical and physical access is added to the infrastructure, the challenge of keeping the encryption keys secure becomes harder.
Access control
In cloud, data is outside the premises or boundaries which mean it is difficult for vendors to protect. Further data is mostly kept in same location by vendors making it vulnerable for unauthorized access. The solution to this is to keep the data of one user in segregated databases. [109] the control and forwarding plane for the networking devices is separated. With the use of Network Analytics, the feedback system of the SDN [107] can provide active platform to mitigate security attacks on the Cloud Computing.
It has been shown in literature and somewhat in commercial deployments that software-defined networking can defeat security attacks including DDoS in the cloud environments. A contradictory relationship exists between DDoS attacks and SDN. On one side, the SDN capabilities, including centralized control, software-based traffic analysis, dynamic updating of forwarding rules and global view of the network, make it easier to react and detect the DDoS attacks. On the other side, the SDN security itself remains to be addressed as potential DDoS vulnerabilities also exist across the platforms of SDN.
Using machine learning to mitigate security threats
Machine learning has been used for text analytics, fraud detection, financial trading face recognition among others. Recent research has been focused on the use of matching learning [15] [110] [111] [112] [110] [113] techniques to identify security threats [83] and has identified issues that can be resolved via Machine Learning and Software Defined Networking solution, however it is suggested in the papers that there are considerable challenges in using Machine Learning for security solutions. The major challenge in these methods is obtaining unbiased and real-time datasets. Many datasets are internal and cannot be shared due to lack of certain statistical characteristics and privacy. As a result of this, researchers prefer to generate datasets for testing and training purpose [114] in the closed or stimulated experimental environments which might lack comprehensiveness. Machine learning models trained with such a single dataset generally result in a semantic gap between application and their results.
Cloud computing security legal issues
Cloud computing legal issues should be surveyed. Policies on how data is processed, stored and used should also be surveyed. Moreover, various regulations in the disclosure of data like health insurance records, financial data need to be examined. Furthermore, research on cloud security [115] and privacy is a highlighted issue.
Legal aspect related to SLA
SLA (service level agreement) legal aspect is still an open issue in cloud computing. The issues of service level and auditing are yet to be explored. The delivery of services as per the requirements is facilitated by run-time assurance mechanisms. The auditing mechanisms currently provided by CSP may not be satisfactory options for a number of cloud users. Moreover, usage service pricing depends on the cloud service providers totally. More work done in this area will help the users in the adoption of cloud.
Integrated security solution
The need to design an integrated and extensive cloud security solution is an important open research challenge. Each researcher focuses on solving a particular security issue and solves the issues in their own way. The research on specific security issue results in multiple security solutions to a specific issue. Employing multiple cloud security solutions could be dangerous. So there is a need to develop a more comprehensive and integrated security solution for easy implementation and management of the security tools.
FUTURE WORK
The increase in popularity of cloud computing is promising, and growth is predicted in the coming years. Cloud computing will be more flexible, effective and the technologies of cloud will change the way application platforms are viewed along with infrastructure and software development. Large number of organizations are expected to migrate to cloud environments and will chose hybrid cloud environments. Cloud computing will grow in the coming years with development of innovative solutions using artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Enterprises should educate and instruct their teams about security control features that are provided by cloud service providers. The belief that only CSPs are responsible for the security of their customer's information shows that enterprises are not addressing properly on how employees should use external applications. Very little security incidents affecting organizations using cloud computing occurred on the CSP's part. Ultimately, it's an organization's duty to apply security control over cloud environments. The public cloud's regulatory compliant procedures require organizations to implement and define clear guidelines on risk acceptance processes of cloud and cloud usage responsibility. Due to increasing security requirements, access to data centers should be limited. To enter into the secure premises, one should possess an electronic key and should undergo biometric scanning procedure. The future of cloud computing is extremely promising with a huge opportunity, but it is dependent on the security. Cloud computing will show a powerful impact on the world in the coming years. The awareness of the latest innovations in cloud security technologies is necessary in order to provide secure solutions and to remain competitive.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a survey of virtualization and related technologies are provided first, including virtualized networks and virtualized zdata centers. We discussed some of the characteristics of cloud computing and its services models, deployment models and storage models. Several security threats and challenges to cloud computing have been discussed. Cloud technology has many issues as well like storage issues. Cloud computing is vulnerable to four categories of attacks network related attacks, storage related attacks, application related attacks and VM related attacks. Security framework and several infrastructure challenges have also been investigated in this paper. Various security solutions have also been presented.
There are still many open issues and challenges to security of the cloud environment despite the rigorous research efforts of the research community. The development of integrated and comprehensive security solution for the security challenges faced to cloud computing is needed. The research related activities are focused on resolving these issues or in some cases focus on a solution of a specific security issue. The research focused on specific issue might result in the development of more than one solution which may also cater other security needs as well. Configuration and deployment of multiple security solutions is quite risky, so an integrated security solution should be deployed. An integrated security solution results in an easy management of security tools. Or at the very least, different security solutions should be harmonized to achieve desired security level. 
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